Controller Placement in Scalable SDN Environments
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Abstract
The separation of control plane from the data plane makes Software-defined network (SDN) a controller specific network which monitors and manages all the data flows through the network. The popularity and usages of network in daily life are important factors in the future of SDN. All SDN networks are expected to go for a scalability test due to the rapid growth in the networking sector. The scalability of any network depends on few major parameters. Few of it are: the manner in which the network is connected, the network traffic, controller placement, and then the load balancing capabilities of the controller. The controller placement in any huge network is a challenging work. It requires a total optimization of activities, i.e. latency, capacity, fault tolerance and load balancing.

This paper discusses the various issues faced when the controllers are placed in a SDN network. Various test cases were tried by taking into consideration to obtain a fair solution which was again based on the conditions and circumstances. There is no permanent all-time solution available for controller placement in scalable SDN networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Here in the test scenario various cases were tried for obtaining a fair solution under specified conditions and scenarios. There is no all-time solution available for the best placement of controllers at all various possible scenarios. Some of the cases taken for considerations include: Best possible controller placement by reducing latency, maximizing the workload balance, and taking into consideration of low energy consumption. In general, all the SDN enabled networks bring flexibility to the network management and in a way, they help to reduce the energy consumption of the networks. However, positioning a set of SDN controllers to manage a vast network is still a challenge, because it requires the right number of controllers to manage the right number of nodes.

In this paper, we suggest a key performance way that will be taken into consideration in all the possible criteria’s discussed earlier to provide an optimum solution to it. At present the SDN controllers address scalability keeping in mind the multicontroller possibilities and various clustering strategies.

The controller placement under various constraints gives an optimum solution to that situation but that cannot be considered for another similar situation if the nodes are connected in different way or the load of the network goes above the controller’s capacity. So, solutions are completely proportional to the situation in which it is applied.

LITERATURE REVIEW
SDN brings problems, as well as solutions, and various research opportunities. For example, any solution implementation may arise another research problem if all the possibilities are not taken into consideration. Scalability, performance and controller placement all are inter connected possibilities or opportunities. Any scalable option should be given good amount of importance to make sure the switch entries can be minimized. This cannot be completely avoidable because without switch entry updation the network is not possible to scale. This will definitely affect the performance at least for a small amount of time. The communication between the switches and nodes, controllers are the switches all are real important issues to be taken care with utmost care. The logically centralized controllers are expected to be always in synchronization or communication with the switches. Any flow through the switches to be monitored and guided by the controller. To get an optimum solution to this blockage, several solutions can be tried. Proactive rule placement, using short-live and long-live flows and physical distribution of the controller are few of them. One of the major requirements with SDN is its requirement of fault tolerance. Single point control is its most important advantage at the same time single point failure threat cannot be neglected.

All eyes are on the performance upgradation, then without thinking of controller placement we cannot imagine performance improvement. One of the reasons to this is that the functionalities of the northbound interface is not standardized. The applications are completely customizable. This standardization is one of the reasons for SDN’s advantage and at the same time disadvantage too. One of the architecture diagrams of SDN given by Sezer et al. [1], with some sample applications are given below:
SDN architecture provides many opportunities. Few of them are programmability, flexibility, simplicity, modularity, etc. At the same time SDN creates few loopholes with some of the features of it, few of them are scalability, reliability, fault tolerance, and finally performance variation depending on controller placement. Here we suggest some solution to controller placement on traditional average sized networks which are already established and with many nodes, many users using different services. The creation of the SDN network begins with the identification of the controller system. The probable node which can be made as the controller will be evaluated for its functionality and performance. Once the node is identified, then the probable controller load on the network will be calculated to make sure that it will not exceed the capacity of the probable controller. After that, the positioning of the controller comes into picture. The selected node is expected to have a very good processing capability.

According to Han et al. in [2] the controller is that one node responsible for all the nodes connected to the network. It is an essential job with responsibility and of course with high cost too, the layout of controllers affects the network's ability to respond to network events. Therefore, the controller placement is an essential problem in SDN networking. When latency and reliability metrics are both considered, there is usually no single best controller placement solution. Most of the deployment schemes are based on latency and are focused on transmission delay or propagation delay at present. However, to the best knowledge, no existing works have considered the influence of control latency on SDN controller placement problem while control latency makes excellent sense in quick response to network events. Thus, in their paper, a minimum-control-lateness optimized algorithm is proposed. What's more, the accuracy of latency measurement is also the primary concern in SDN research.

The SDN controller controls the various switches providing traffic forwarding rules which takes care of all the packets passing through the network all the time. According to Y. Zhang et al. [3] In any network environment the placement of the controller is mainly used to optimize network connectivity. According to Heller et al. [4], the connections among the controllers and switches in the network require less latency for an endless number of operations.

In situations where one controller may not be able to handle the stress of the network more than one controllers will be usually used. This sort of modifications are possible only in networks with scalability provisions. Multiple controllers mostly give better performance but with an amount of redundancy within it. Great amount of research is happening in this area which usually supports the multiple controllers in different network locations and in such cases the controller placement becomes difficult and important [3–8].

The controller placement problem was initially discussed by Heller et al. in [4]. The focus of that time was on the determination of the number of controllers and its optimal location. In the paper authors pointed out that examining fundamental limits to control plane propagation latency on the network is very important. The authors concluded saying answer to where and how many controllers to deploy depends on desired reaction bounds, metric choice(s), and the network topology itself. This is one of the available earliest research discussions about the controller placement problem.

Sallahii and St-Hilaire [5] considered the controller placement problem from the financial aspect. Given a set of switches that must be managed by the controllers, the model simultaneously determines the optimal number, location, and type of controllers as well as the interconnections between all the network elements. The goal of the model was to minimize the cost of the network while considering different constraints. The model designed by them were more suitable to plan small-scale SDN rather than for a bigger system. In the case of the bigger network, the model was taking too much time and also ran out of memory.

Yao et al. [8] focused on the capacitated controller placement problem, taking into consideration the load of controllers, introduced an efficient algorithm to solve the problem. The new strategy significantly reduced the number of required controllers, lowered the pressure of the maximum-load controller. F. A. Ozsoy and M. C. Pinar [9] proposed a placement solution using K-center algorithm [6] to minimize the number of controllers that meet the capacity requirements. In later work, Yao et al. [10] discussed a new controller placement metric considering the node weight for a single domain at first, and then propose a dynamic switch migration algorithm to adapt to the flow dynamics and realize controller load balance in multiple SDN domains. Finally, a simple simulation platform is built to verify the proposed scheme.
Ros and Ruiz [11] considered network reliability highlighting positive correlation between fault tolerance and controller placement. In order to deploy fault-tolerant SDNs, a logically centralized controller must be physically distributed among different devices. Here authors focused on determining how many controllers need to be instantiated, where they must be deployed, and which network nodes are under control of each of them, in order to achieve high reliability in the southbound interface between controllers and nodes. For this, they defined the fault tolerant controller placement problem and developed a heuristic algorithm that computes placements with the required reliability. They ran their algorithm on a set of 124 publicly available network topologies. The results are thoroughly analyzed and provided insight on the feasibility of achieving fault tolerant SDNs by carefully determining the placement of controllers.

Zhang et al. [3] demonstrated that the location of controllers have high impact on the network resilience using a real network topology. They proposed a min-cut based controller placement algorithm and compared it with the approach discussed in [9] to compute the maximum number of disjoint paths which separate the network into smaller networks, each having its own controller. Similarly Guo and Bhattacharya [13] generated a hierarchical tree [14] of network nodes, dividing it into clusters or subnetworks. Nodes with maximum closeness to other nodes were selected for controller deployment. In [15] a greedy algorithm was used to enhance controller placement reliability in the event of network state changes as well as single link failures in a network with the optimal controller placement. Hu et al. [16] addressed the problem of placing controllers in SDNs, so as to maximize the reliability of control networks. After presenting a metric to characterize the reliability of SDN control networks, several placement algorithms are developed. Authors evaluated these algorithms and further quantified the impact of controller number on the reliability of control networks using real topologies.

The authors Zhao et al. [17] proposed a method to minimize the system total cost. In particular, authors tried to minimize the number of controllers and meanwhile cluster the controllers into multiple sets called controller sets (CSs). Controller sets are placed in the control plane at a proper set of nodes to achieve scalability and load balancing. This method increased inter-CS link delay because of the distributed CS placement, although it can reduce the response time/delay of packet in messages as controller interfaces are closer to data plane. Therefore, trade-off between the 2 kinds of delays is important. Besides, distributed placement also brings some extra basic cost (e.g., warehouse rent, power supply, and man power). To achieve a joint design by leveraging multiple factors, authors first formulate an integer linear program (ILP) to find the optimal solution under a predefined set of demands and link delay settings and then proposed a corresponding heuristic algorithm distributed SDN placement (DSP) for fast design to meet the requirement of practical engineering design.

The experimental setup is with Mininet Network Emulator, which is used to create the virtual network. The controller used is POX, is a simple-to-use SDN controller that is bundled with the Mininet SDN network emulator and is used in education and research as a learning and prototyping tool. The Mininet emulator is installed on an Oracle VM VirtualBox Manager. POX components are Python programs that implement networking functions. POX comes with a few stock components ready to use. Since our host computer is a Windows computer, we have used a PuTTY terminal program and ensure X Forwarding is enabled. Also, ensured that an X Server like Xming is running too. Experiments were performed using tree topology. The controller placement is an optimization problem. Hence the following points are very important whenever designing a placement strategy:

1. The latency of control signaling.
2. The server capacity limitation
The required number of controllers
Fault tolerance.
Inter-controller communication.

The authors Liu et al. [18] proposed a method of controller placement in their research work, that was considered as the base of this work.

The Graph taken is $G(V, E)$
$V$: Set of Nodes
$E$: Set of edges
$S$: Number of switches
$C$: Number of controllers, The number of controllers should always less than the number of nodes in the network.
$r$: The number of switches controlled by a controller in the network
$a$: One of the nodes
$b$: One of the nodes
$l$: link
$n$: node
$p$: Paths between nodes, there may exist many different paths between two nodes
$p_{a,b}$: Shortest path between the nodes a and b
$r_l$: Possible reliability of link $l$, $0 < r_l < 1$
$r_n$: Possible reliability of node $n$, $0 < r_n < 1$

$X_{l, p_{a,b}} = \{0,1\}$ or $X_{n, p_{a,b}} = \{0,1\}$: These index functions denotes that whether the link $l$ and node $n$ are on the shortest path $p_{a,b}$ respectively. Value 1 denotes yes, Value 0 denotes No.

$X_l, p_{a,b} = 0$ or $X_n, p_{a,b} = 0$: Here the value is 0, means the link $l$ and node $n$ are not on the shortest path $p_{a,b}$.

$X_l, p_{a,b} = 1$ or $X_n, p_{a,b} = 1$: Here the value is 1, means the link $l$ and node $n$ are on the shortest path $p_{a,b}$.

Algorithm used for Controller Placement

INPUT: For the various SDN network elements involved in the calculation i.e. The set of nodes, links, switches, and one or many controllers.

OUTPUT: SDN network with one or more controllers, which is placed in the optimum location to have better control over the network.

Let count = 0
start
for node a and node b belongs $V$ do
calculate the $R_{a,b}$ for node a and node b, $b \in V$, where $a \neq b$
end for

sort the $R_{a,b}$ for node a as descending, and select the first r node, and then return $R_c = \sum_r R_{a,b}$
find a node a with Maximum $R_a$, and add this node to the controller set C
select the first r node for the node a as a switch set Wa
remove the node a and add the node a in set $W_a$ from set V
Let count = count + 1
if $i < m$ then
repeat steps so goto the label start
else
i = m
end if
if $V \neq \emptyset$ then
for $b \in V$ do
compute the reliable connection $R_{b,c_i}$ between b and controller in set C
add b to the control domain with maximum $R_{b,c_i}$
end for
else
stop
end if

RESULTS

The algorithm was tested successfully in an SDN network with one controller, five switches and six nodes by introducing second controller into the network then the performance was improved by 35%. When tried to add one controller to a network with three controllers, fifteen switches and eighteen nodes the performance was improved only by 9%. Most of the test runs showed improvements in performance but few tests with worst locations for the controller positioning showed the same level of performance. The experiment, an optimum placement of controller has been implemented and tested in a limited simulated environment.

CONCLUSION

The major element of any SDN network will be the controller. In order to fulfill its responsibility its right placement in the network is also important.
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